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HS-01-003

Combined gloves - cowsplit leather/textile.

Reinforced palm with lining, textile fabric on the back and cuff.

HS-01-002

Combined gloves with palm made from one piece of cow split leather, 

lined in the palm,

textile fabric on the back, all leather thumbs and covered fingertips.

HS-01-001

Combined gloves with palm made from one piece of cow split leather, 

lined in the palm,

textile fabric on the back, all leather thumbs and covered fingertips.

HS-01-004

Gloves made of cow split leather, lined in the palm, back and cuff of 

cotton fabric.

Magpie0101009199105 10

Gull0101008999105 10

Tern0101010999100 10

Eider0101009099105 10
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HS-01-005

Winter combined gloves, palm of vinyl, back and cuff of mixture 

cotton/polyester. Comfortable and soft even at low temperatures.

HS-04-001

Seamless knitted polyester gloves with nitrile dipped palm.

HS-04-003

Knitted seamless polyester gloves with PU dipped palm and finger tips, 

elastic cuff.

HS-04-003

Knitted seamless polyester gloves with PU dipped palm and finger tips, 

elastic cuff.

10

Babbler0108005899XXX 6 - 11

Bunting black0108006360XXX 6 - 11

Bunting 0108006380XXX 6 - 11

0101011410110 -
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HS-04-010

Knitted seamless nylon gloves, with PU dipped fingertips and elastic cuff.

HS-04-012

Knitted seamless polyester gloves, dipped

in black latex, elastic cuff.

HS-04-002

Knitted seamless gloves made of cotton/ polyester blend, latex dipped, 

with anti-slip

finish on palm and fingers.

HS-04-002

Knitted seamless gloves made of cotton/ polyester blend, latex dipped, 

with anti-slip

finish on palm and fingers.

0108008199090 Hornbill 10

0108006780XXX 6 - 10Lark

Dipper

Dipper0108006110XXX 8, 10

0108006110080 10
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HS-04-007

Knitted gloves made of strong polyester/cotton blended yarn, latex 

impregnated, with extra latex layer on palm and fingers.

HS-04-009

Sewn gloves from cotton interlock, nitrile dipped, with elastic knitted 

wrist.

HS-04-005

Sewn gloves from cotton, half dipped in natural latex.

HS-04-006 

Knitted seamless reversible gloves from polyester/cotton blend,                                                                          

with PVC dots on palm, back and fingers.

Quail

Harrier

10

0107005899XXX 7 - 10

Twite0107005699100 10

0106001899100 10

0106001999100 Redwing
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HS-04-011

Knitted seamless gloves from polyester/cotton blend,                                                               

with PVC dots on palm and fingers.

HS-04-013

Knitted gloves made of mixture cotton/polyester.                                                        

Silicon free.

HS-04-014

Acryl gloves dipped in blue latex.

HS-05-001

Latex gloves with antislip finish on palm and fingers.

Starling0111001699XXX 7 - 10

0106002244100 10

0104003499100 Bulbul 10

Bluetail

0106002099100 Plover 10
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HS-06-001

Disposable nitrile gloves, 200 pieces in a box.

Economic package and weight of gloves.

Suitable for short term contact with foods.

HS-04-008

Sewn gloves from cotton interlock, nitrile dipped,                                                                                                   

with tough cuff.

HS-04-004 

PVC coated sewn cotton tricot gloves, available in length 35 cm.

HS-02-001

Full leather gloves from cowsplit leather, 35 cm length, with lining.                                     

Certificate: welding A type.

0107005799100 Swift 10

0102005399110 Sandpiper 11

0107005599100 Redstart 35 10

7 - 10Spoonbill0109005199XXX


